Abstract. In this paper we study a class of non-linear singular partial di erential equation in complex domain C 1 t C 1 n x : Under certain assumptions, we p r o ve the existence and uniqueness of holomorphic solution near origin of C 1 t C 1 n x :
x1 Introduction and Main Result. Let (t x) 2 C 1 t C 1 n x we consider the following non-linear singular partial di erential equation t@ t u = F(t x u 5 x u) (t x) 2 C 1 t C 1 n x : (1) where u = u(t x) is an unknown function, 5 x = (@ x 1 @ xn ) F(t x u v) is a function with respect to the variables (t x u v) 2 C 1 t C 1 n x C 1 u C 1 n v :
For the function F(t x u v) we suppose (H1) F(t x u v) is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of the origin (0 0 0 0) 2 C 1 t C 1 n x C 1 u C 1 n v : by [4] [5] [6] [7] . If b j (0) 6 = 0 for some j then we can use the implicit function theorem to solve v j from the equation (1), then, by using Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, we c a n easily deduce that (1) has a unique holomorphic solution u(t x) with u(0 x ) 0 and u(t 0) 0 near (0 0) 2 C 1 t C 1 n x : So in this paper, we shall consider the case of b j (x) 6 0 and b j (0) = 0 i.e. the indicial operator of (1) 
singular PDO. In this situation the equation (1) has been called totally characteristic type PDE by Chen- Tahara 8] .
In this paper, we shall discuss the case, i.e. the indicial operator of (1) has regular singularity a t x = 0 we suppose (H3) For 1 j n b j (x) = x j c j (x) and c j (x) is a holomorphic function near x = 0 :
The situation of b j (x) = x p j c j (x) for p 2 will be studied in the forthcoming paper.
Actually, if we denote C(t x @ t 5 x ) = t@ t ; b(x) ; n X j=1 x j c j (x)@ x j the equation
(1) can be rewritten as
And the indicial polynomial of C(t x @ t 5 x ) is de ned as (cf. We h a ve the following result: Theorem 1. Under the conditions (H1), (H2), (H3) and (H4), the equation (1) has a unique holomorphic solution u(t x) near (0 0) 2 C 1 t C 1 n x with u(0 x ) 0 near x = 0 : Remark 1. Chen- Tahara 8] has studied a special case for non-totally characteristic PDE with one space variable x 2 C 1 1 : Observe the situation with several space variables will be a non-trivial extension. Indeed we can not use the mathod in 8] directly, w e use here the new idea to prove the result of Theorem 1. The result in the p a p e r i s n e w e v en in the case of space dimension n = 1 : Actually the result First we take a formal series
And then introducing (3) into the equation (2) and comparing the coe cients of t k in both sides of the equation, we h a ve, for k = 1
and for k 2
where ( Also, expand unknown functions u k (x) ( k 1) as a formal power series in x :
Then the equation (4) where we know that only u 1 ( < ) appear in the right hand side of (4 0 Moreover the equation (5) . . .
where we also denote g 0 (x) = A(x), and for k 2, g k;1 (x) = 
where g(x) f(x) means f(x) is a majorant series of g(x) n e a r x = 0 i.e. 
From the equation (11), we k n o w that the coe cients of (12) where C 1 = A and the constant C k 0 for k 2 can be decided inductively from the equation (13), which is independent o f r: Actually from (13), it is easy to check that the order of 1 R;r is k ; 1 i.e. 1 + ( p + q + j j ; 2) + (n 1 ; 1) + + ( n q ; 1) + (m 1 ; 1) + + ( m j j ; 1) = k ; 1 so the formula (14) holds.
Next, we prove that the series P k 1 Y k t k is a majorant series for the formal series solution P k 1 U k (x)t k near x = 0 : In fact, we can prove, by induction, that for any k 1 a n d 0 < r < R we h a ve
Actually, since Y 1 = A the estimates (15) and (16) hold for k = 1 : We suppose that k 2 and for any 1 i < k (15) and (16) hold for i: Since g
Since 0 < r < R < 1, thus (R ; r) p+q+j j;2 < 1 then we h a ve
A p q (R ; r) p+q+j j;2 Y m 1 Y mq (eY n 1 ) (eY n j j ):
From the formula (13) and (14), we h a ve
Thus jU k (x)j j kU k (x)j C k (R ; r) k;2 C k (R ; r) k;1 = Y k the estimate (15) holds for k.
Next, by using Lemma 4, we h a ve @U k @x j (x) k ; 1 k eC k (R ; r) k;1 eY k this implies the estimate (16) holds for k. Therefore we h a ve proved that In this section, we shall extend the result of Theorem 1 to the case of higher order singular partial di erential equation:
where F = f(j ) jj + j j m j < m g:
Now w e d e n o t e ( t@ t ) j @ x u by notation Z j i.e.
(t@ t ) j @ x u $ Z j and f(t@ t ) j @ x ug (j )2F $ Z = fZ j g (j )2F : 
